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Why We're Drinking It
Older vines make bolder Zins. The main source of this Zinfandel, the Bruella and Fathom vineyards, are home to vines
over forty years old. These vineyards produce exceptional grapes with a character only found in California, yielding
Zinfandel as rich and spicy as their history.
NICKY HAHN NAMED 2017 AMERICAN WINE PIONEER BY WINE ENTHUSIAST
Nicky Hahn, grew up speaking German. In his native language, the word ‘Hahn’ means rooster, which is why a depiction
of this bird has always graced the label of our Hahn wines. From the beginning, Nicky strove to produce exceptional
varietal wines from Monterey County where Hahn’s vineyards and winery are located.
This assemblage of classically-styled varietal wines—along with our GSM Rhone-inspired blend—are now under the care
of second-generation vintner Philip Hahn, who proudly carries on his father’s legacy. Vintage after vintage, we style our
Hahn wines to be fruit-forward, balanced and supple. Our vineyards in the Santa Lucia Highlands and Arroyo Seco AVAs
are a significant source of fruit for these wines.

Tasting Notes
Structured a with sweetness of bit a, glass the in purple deep and red Brick
bit a with chocolate cacao and, mid cream vanilla, first at Fruity. palate fruit
deep many with forward fruit and, bright, Delicious. finish to oak of
.boysenberry and, cherry, plum as such out standing characteristics.

VARIETAL
100% Zinfandel
APPELLATION
California
ALCOHOL
15.00
SIZE
750ml
BLEND
100% Zinfandel

Perfect Pairings
Boneshaker's full body is a great pairing for cioppino, lasagna, pizza or a burger.

Ratings
93 Insider Points

Reviews
Black pepper, clay, dark chocolate and cranberry on the nose. Medium-full bodied with tones of espresso, fig jam, black

cherry and cinnamon spice. Black raspberry peeks out through the long finish, with more espresso as it flows off the
palate. Showing well with its age, and will go another few 3 or 4 years with proper storage. This is one for all Zin fans. - 93
Insider Points

